Introduction
Multilevel halftoning 1] or multitoning is a process used to render an image on a device with a limited number of tones to produce an image with the illusion of more tones. Multilevel error di usion is similar to the common binary Floyd and Steinberg error di usion algorithm 2], but more than two output levels or colors are available for display. The additional output levels or colors can be used to greatly improve image quality.
The block diagram for Floyd and Steinberg's binary error di usion algorithm 2] is shown in Figure 1 , where X is the input image, Y is the output halftoned image, Q( ) is a binary scalar quantizer, and H is the error lter. To achieve multilevel error di usion for a grayscale image, we simply replace the binary scalar quantizer Q( ) in Floyd and Steinberg's algorithm with a multiple-bin scalar quantizer as suggested by Ulichney 1] . For color images, a color palette, or vector quantizer of three dimensions (red, green, blue), replaces the binary scalar quantizer 3, 4, 5, 6] .
Vector quantization (VQ) 7, 8, 9 ] is a lossy compression technique that has been used extensively for image compression. VQ design techniques have also been extensively used for color palette design and color image display 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12] . For our embedded multilevel error di usion algorithm, we use uniform scalar quantizers when working with grayscale images and full-search vector quantizers when working with color images. We design our full-search VQ's using the generalized Lloyd algorithm 13] although it is also possible to use sequential scalar quantization 14, 15] .
Multilevel error di usion has been widely used 1, 3, 4, 5, 11, 16] to either enhance displayed images by the use of more output values or to reduce the contouring e ects that occur due to limited palette size. In 16] , binary error di usion is extended to three-level grayscale error di usion. The authors note a marked improvement in image quality, but they warn that the choice of quantization levels can greatly a ect image quality. In 3] the display of 24-bit color images using a limited color palette size is discussed. Methods for generating full-search color palettes and methods for quick full searches are introduced. Furthermore, it is shown that excellent image quality with color palettes of very small size (as few as four colors) is obtained when error di usion is used. In 4] small color palettes for displaying color images are generated with the generalized Lloyd algorithm 13]. A modi ed version of multilevel error di usion is used to reduce contouring introduced by the small palette size.
In 5] tree-structured color palettes are developed for color image display. A modi cation of multilevel error di usion that is adjusted to work with the parameters of their tree-structured palette is used to reduce contouring e ects. In 11] the e ects of multilevel error di usion and halftoning on color image quality when using a restricted color-palette size are examined. As expected, the results con rm that multilevel error di usion greatly enhances color-image quality for restricted color-palette sizes.
While multilevel error di usion yields excellent visual results, an image must be independently processed for each di erent number of output levels required. We would like to have the multilevel error di used image be embedded: the error di used image with N output levels should also \contain" the error di used images for smaller numbers of output levels including the Floyd and Steinberg binary error di used image. One bene t of embedding is that a Floyd and Steinberg error di used image can be obtained for printing or display on a binary device by simply masking one bit o of the multilevel image or indices. A second bene t is progressive transmission capabilities: rst one bit plane of the image, the Floyd and Steinberg error di used image, can be sent to the user; later, more bit planes can be sent to the user if desired, leading to an improved image.
One possible application for embedded multilevel error di usion is that of an image database or browsing system, such as the World Wide Web, in which images stored in a lossy, error di used format are accessed by users with di erent display devices. In this example a user with an 8-bit color monitor can receive the image indices (progressively perhaps) and color palette to display an 8-bit color image; a user with a monochrome screen can receive one bit of the 8-bit color-image indices to display a binary error di used version of the image; and a user with a 16-level LCD can receive four bits of the 8-bit color-image indices to display a 16-level grayscale image. Furthermore, each of these three users could then send the received image to a binary or multilevel, monochrome or color printer, as appropriate, to receive a high quality hardcopy output.
Note that there is a closely related approach in embedding multiple halftones where a halftone \contains" halftones with the same number of output levels but of di erent sizes 17]. For example, we can design a bilevel halftone of size N N that contains a smaller sized bilevel halftone of size aN aN , where a is a rational number less than 1. In this case, we require that the two halftones of sizes aN aN and N N be related by simple down-sampling (i.e. one can obtain the small halftone by down-sampling the large one), and that both the large and small sized halftones be of high quality. It is evident that halftones embedded in size can also be progressively transmitted. This approach can be combined with the multilevel embedding approach in this paper for a general multilevel/multisize embedded halftoning algorithm which could be used for devices with di erent resolutions such as a 1200 1000 CRT or a 600 800 LCD.
In this paper we present an algorithm to embed binary error di used images into grayscale or color error di used images; to embed grayscale error di used images into grayscale or color error di used images; and to embed color error di used images into color error di used images. Due to constraints on the palettes introduced by embedding, image quality in the higher bit-depth image may be reduced. To counteract the reduction in image quality, our embedding algorithm requires the use of ordered scalar and vector quantizers. While scalar quantizers have a natural ordering, vector quantizers as used for color quantization do not. In this paper we present algorithms for color palette organization to be used as a preprocessing step to the embedded multilevel error di usion algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe embedded multilevel error di usion. In Section 3, we describe palette organization for embedded multilevel error di usion. Results are presented in Section 4, and conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Embedded Multilevel Error Di usion
There are many approaches to embedding error di used images into higher-level images. For example, an N -bit multilevel error di used image containing an M -bit error di used image can be produced by independently generating an M-bit and an (N-M)-bit error di used image and appending these two images together so that the image is \embedded." By this method we have achieved the embedded halftoning property. However, the assignment of the The constraint of subdividing the N -word palette into M di erent palettes will a ect the quality of the output. Both the relative size of M to N as well as the assignment of colors to the subsets are a ective factors. We say that if 0 < log 2 M < log 2 N 2 , the M -level image is small relative to the N -level image. We say that if log 2 N 2 < log 2 M < log 2 N , the M -level image is large relative to the N -level image. We will discuss palette organization and its e ects on embedding for both cases.
We next discuss in detail a special case of embedded multilevel error di usion, embedded binary error di usion 18], which we use to embed a binary error di used image into a grayscale error di used image. We do this for the purpose of motivating our approach to the ordering of color palettes.
Given a binary error di used image, embedding can be done in any bit of the grayscale error di used output depending on the division of quantizer Q 2 ()'s indices and codewords among quantizers Q 2 1 () and Q 2 2 (). For example, the ordered binary and scalar quantizers used for 8-level embedded binary error di usion are shown in Figure 3 (a) where the dots refer to quantizer outputs. We now embed the binary error di used image into the most and least signi cant bit of the output since these bits are the most convenient. If the quantizer 
Color Palette Organization
As stated previously, embedding requires the creation of smaller ordered quantizers from subsets of a larger ordered quantizer. While scalar quantizers have a natural ordering, vector quantizers as used for color quantization do not. Imposing an ordering, or organization, on a vector quantizer requires careful consideration. Binary index assignment for vector quantizers has been considered 19, 20, 21, 22] for joint source/channel coding, progressive transmission, and in lossless compression of VQ indices. We adapt some of these binary index assignment techniques to order our color palettes.
We use two observations of the scalar quantizer example of Figure 3 to motivate our ordering of color palettes. First, we note that to embed in the LSB, the quantizer is divided into subsets that sparsely cover the entire grayscale space. The gray level of the embedded image is not correlated to the gray level of the output image. Secondly, we note that to embed in the MSB, the scalar quantizer is divided into contiguous subsets that divide the grayscale space into separate, non-overlapping parts. In this case, the gray level of the embedded image in uences the gray level of the output image; that is, a dark (or light) pixel in the embedded image results in a dark (or light) pixel in the higher bit-depth image.
Using these insights we develop two preprocessing techniques to order color palettes for LSB-like and MSB-like embedding. The rst technique divides a color palette into subsets which sparsely cover the entire color space for LSB-like embedding. This will allow us to search a reduced set of the entire color space to nd the best color representation for each output pixel. The second method, for MSB-like embedding, jointly orders both the Mand N -word palettes by dividing the N -word palette into subsets which divide the color space into separate, non-overlapping parts. The M -word palette is ordered so that each of its indices is a pre x to the subset of codewords in the N -word palette that occupies the same color space. This will allow us to re ne the color information of the smaller bit-depth halftone when creating the larger bit-depth color halftone. ]. Note that the costs are weighted squared errors in the given color space and that the weights W i are the number of training vectors that map into region i, and that W i;j = W i + W j . Training data are required to compute the weights, and hence the costs. Ideally, the training data that are used to create the palette should also be used to order the palette.
Color Palette Organization for LSB Embedding
To embed in the LSB's, the N -word color palette is divided into subsets where each subset sparsely covers the color space. We begin by nding the minimum cost perfect matching for the N -word palette. We create two subsets with N 2 codewords by breaking up the N 2 MCPM pairs into two sets. The colors in each MCPM pair can be arbitrarily assigned to either set. Following the scalar quantizer example we use the following convention: we assign to one set the node from each pair that is closest to the origin and to the second set the node that is furthest from the origin. MCPM is recursively applied to the equally-sized sets of codewords until M sets are found.
The Voronoi diagram of two dimensions (green and red) of the three-dimensional 256-word color palette of Section 4 is shown in Figure 4 . The origin is in the upper left-hand corner. The two subset palettes with 128 colors that are produced after one iteration of the ordering algorithm for LSB embedding are shown in Figure 5 . Note that the two palettes have reproduction values throughout the entire input space and that, as expected, the Voronoi regions are larger than those for the original palette since there are fewer reproduction vectors. We point out that the codewords of these new Voronoi regions are generally not centroids. They are centroids, however, with respect to the dense Voronoi regions of codewords where each subset covers a separate, non-overlapping region of the color space. To do this, we begin by nding the minimum cost perfect matching of the N -word palette. We create one set with N 2 codewords by merging the MCPM pairs 22, 26] . MCPM is applied to the reduced-size set of codewords found at each iteration until the resulting reduced-size set has M members, where each member represents 2 J colors. At this time, the codewords of the N -word palette are indexed to indicate each perfect matching by pre x. The last step of the algorithm is to assign indices to the M -word palette so that each color's index is a pre x to like colors in the N -word palette. MCPM is used to nd a perfect matching between the M -word palette and the M -word set of the merged N -word palette. This matching correlates the colors of the two palettes, and nal index assignments are made from this. Note that if there are no color palettes for the rst embedding stages, color palettes can be created by using the merged palettes.
The two subset palettes of Figure 4 with 128 colors that are produced after seven iterations of the ordering algorithm for MSB embedding are shown in Figure 6 . Note that the two palettes have reproduction values in entirely di erent parts of the input space and that in the dense regions, except for the edges, the Voronoi regions are the same as those for the original palette.
Results
A three-dimensional full-search color palette (red, green, blue) with 256 codewords was created using the generalized Lloyd algorithm 13]. The training images used are the airplane, baboon, sailboat, splash, and Ti any 24-bit color images. Using the same training data, the color palette was ordered for both LSB and MSB embedding. The two ordered palettes are shown in Figure 7 where each half, quarter, eighth, and so on, portion of the palette is a subset used as an embedding quantizer. Note that the subsets of the LSB ordered palette, Figure 7 . Uniform scalar quantizers are used for grayscale and binary error di usion. The error di usion mask used is that of 2], although using optimized lters for certain input devices would likely yield better results 28, 6] . Results shown are for the 24-bit color Lenna image. The 8-bit color error di used Lenna image is shown in Figure 8 .
Results of embedding in the LSB's
The results of embedding with an LSB ordered palette are shown in Figure 9 (a) where binary as well as 2-, 3-, ..., and 7-bit color images are embedded into the LSB's of an 8-bit color halftone. In general, we nd that as the bit depth of the embedded image decreases, visual results improve. In fact, the 8-bit color error di used image with the embedded binary halftone shows no visual di erence when compared to the 8-bit color error di used image. As the bit depth of the embedded image increases, the output image quality degrades by the introduction of inappropriate colors which are outside the natural color space. Similar results arise when working with grayscale images where we nd that stippling or thumbprint patterns intensify and become more prevalent as the relative bit depth increases.
The di erences in image quality can be explained by recalling that the embedding quantizers are created from subsets of the N -word palette each of which have color representations throughout the entire color space. The good visual quality that is found when M is small relative to N is due to embedding quantizers that densely cover the entire color space making it possible to nd good color representations for any given input pixel. In e ect, this permits the color distribution of the original image to in uence the choice of the N output colors while minimizing the in uence of the distribution of the colors of the embedded halftone on this choice. The poor quality that results when M is large relative to N results from the embedding quantizers having very few color representations across the entire color space. Thus a given input color pixel may not nd a good color representation among any of the M embedding quantizers.
Results of embedding in the MSB's
The results of embedding with an MSB ordered palette are shown in Figure 9 (b) where binary as well as a 2-, 3-, ..., and 7-bit color images (the same used in the LSB case) are embedded into the MSB's of an 8-bit color halftone. In general, we nd that as the bit depth of the embedded image increases, visual quality improves. In fact, the 8-bit color error di used image with the embedded 7-bit color halftone shows little visual di erence from the original 8-bit error di used image. As the bit depth of the embedded image decreases, visual quality degrades by the introduction of \thumbprint" artifacts and unnatural color use. Similar results arise when working with grayscale images where we nd that thumbprint artifacts intensify and become more prevalent as the relative bit depth decreases. We note that for the color images, the degradation is not continuous as is the case for embedding in the LSB's, but that as M goes to 2 the artifacts are present to a lesser extent. Enlarged portions of the 8-bit color halftone, Figure 8 , and the leftmost images of Figure 9 are shown in Figure 10 to illustrate the di erence between embedding a binary image in the LSB and MSB using both the LSB and MSB palette orderings respectively 18]. We note in particular the introduction of yellow colors on the side of Lenna's face and lips as well as bluish specks in the hair and lips when embedding in the MSB's, Figure 10 (c). Again we see that embedding a binary image in the LSB causes little or no visible di erence in quality.
The di erences in image quality can be explained by recalling that the embedding quantizers are created by dividing the color space into M separate color regions linked to the M colors of the smaller palette where the output pixel of the rst stage of embedding selects which of the M embedding quantizers to use. When M is small relative to N , the color space is crudely divided into a few quantizers with a large number of output levels in one section of the color space. As there is little color information in the embedded halftone, an input pixel cannot always nd a good color representation since the pixel color may not be in the same color space as the embedding quantizer. However when M is very small, such as 2 or 4 in our example, there may be so many color representatives in each embedding quantizer that it is possible for a reasonable color match to be found most, but not all, of the time. The good results that arise when M is large relative to N , are due to the M embedding quantizers representing a very small portion of the color space, and there being much color information in the embedded image. Each pixel color of the embedded image directs the choice of output image colors to a similar color. In e ect, this permits the color distribution of the smaller bit-depth halftoned image to in uence the choice of the N output colors while minimizing the in uence of the color distribution of the original image. Thus, if the embedded image looks good, the color halftone containing it will look good as well since it is a re ned version of the embedded image.
Limitations to Color Palette Use
We note that for our scalar quantizer example, embedding can be done in both the MSB's and LSB's when using the same ordered scalar quantizer. This implies that a color palette, when ordered for either MSB or LSB embedding for all embedding possibilities (e.g. an 8-bit palette ordered for embedding any of 1-, 2-, ..., or 7-bit images), could be used to do both MSB and LSB embedding too. If the palette were designed for LSB embedding, it would be necessary to correlate the colors of the smaller palettes to the MSB subsets of the larger LSB ordered palette, and this could be done by using the centroid of each larger subset. Alternatively, LSB embedding can be done directly o of the MSB ordered palette. In practice however, it is not possible to use an LSB ordered palette to do embedding in the MSB since the recursive creation of quantizers that span the color space destroys any groupings of similar colors which are originally found by MCPM. It is possible to use an MSB ordered palette to do embedding in the LSB, since the similar color groupings easily break down into LSB subsets that have colors throughout the entire color space. In fact, since MCPM is used as the rst step of both palette ordering techniques, the LSB subsets for embedding a binary image are identical for either ordering technique. However, we nd in this case that color image quality degrades much more rapidly as M increases than when embedding in the LSB's using a palette ordered for LSB embedding. Since color palettes have no natural ordering, the results vary for each ordering imposed. The best results are achieved by using palettes which are ordered for the desired embedding scheme.
Limitations to Embedded Error Di usion
We next discuss limits to the amount of embedding that can be done in a single image. To embed as many halftones as possible, we could produce an N -level \fully-embedded" error level fully-embedded error di used image is preserved. To generate this image, K = log 2 (N) stages of embedding must be done where the embedding quantizers at each stage have only two output levels. Color image generation by a series of thresholding operations makes little sense. However, fully-embedded grayscale images can be created, and these can be embedded into a color halftone. For example, we could embed a 16-level fully-embedded grayscale image into the LSB's of an 8-bit color image. This would be useful for progressive transmission as well as for a browsing system where di erent types of color and grayscale monitors (2-, 4-, 16-or 256-level displays) would be used to view the image.
When making fully-embedded grayscale images, the best results are obtained when embedding only in the MSB's. This produces an image that retains some of the thumbprint artifacts of binary error di usion but is of good visual quality, improving with each successive level of embedding. This can be viewed as a re nement of the binary image as the bit-depth increases. The thumbprint artifacts are retained because the multilevel image is always dark (light) where the binary image is black (white). The worst results are obtained when full embedding is done in the LSB's, which produces a grainy image that gets worse with each successive level of embedding. Other combinations of LSB/MSB embedding at di erent stages of the algorithm produce images that vary in quality between the MSB's-only embedded image and the LSB's-only embedded image.
Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm for embedding the output of binary Floyd and Steinberg error di usion into the output of grayscale and color error di usion; for embedding grayscale halftones into higher bit-depth grayscale and color halftones; and for embedding color halftones into higher bit-depth color halftones. We have also presented preprocessing algorithms to organize color palettes for e ective use of the color space when embedding halftones into color halftones. We showed that embedding relatively small halftones works best for grayscale and color images when the N -word palette is ordered for LSB embedding, and that embedding relatively large halftones works best when the N -word palette is ordered for MSB embedding.
To embed an M -level halftone into an N -level halftone with good visual results, we draw the following conclusions. If M is small relative to N , the N -level palette should be ordered in an LSB-like arrangement where palette subsets have colors throughout the entire color space. The M -level image has little color or grayscale information which can be used, so it can easily be hidden in the N -level halftone. If M is large relative to N , and the smaller bit-depth image is a grayscale image while the larger bit-depth image is color, then the Mlevel grayscale halftone has a relatively large amount of grayscale information which cannot be easily integrated into the color halftone, and there is no clear solution. However, if both halftones are to be color (or grayscale) images, then the palette should be ordered in an MSB-like arrangement where subsets divide the color space into separate, non-overlapping parts. The M -level halftone has color information which can be used to create an N -level image that is a re ned version of the M -level image. Figure 9 : The 8-bit color error di used images containing (from left to right) a binary halftone, a 2-bit, a 3-bit, ..., and a 7-bit color halftone when (a) embedding in the LSB's using the LSB palette arrangement and when (b) embedding in the MSB's using the MSB palette arrangement.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 10 : Enlarged portions of: (a) the 8-bit color error di used image; (b) the 8-bit color error di used image embedded with a binary image in the LSB's using the LSB palette arrangement (the leftmost image from Figure 9 (a)); and (c) the 8-bit color error di used image embedded with a binary image in the MSB's using the MSB palette arrangement (the leftmost image from Figure 9 (b)).
